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SUMMARY 
Several integral representations of Euler’s type for the generalized Horn functions @)Hjn) and 
ck)Hr) are given; and quadratic transformations expressing these as Fg) and Fy), respectively, are 
derived. Moreover, a reduction formula expressing (k)Hj”) in terms of (‘)Hp) is given. 
1. The functions considered in the present paper are two of Exton’s 
generalized Horn functions [3, Q 3.51, defined by 
r %@)(~,b~+~, . . . . b,; c;xl, . . . . x,,) = 
and 
i 
‘k’H&z, bk+ ,, . . . . b,; cl, . . . . cn;xl, . . . . x,) = 
where for brevity 
(1.3) M=m,+...+m~, M’=m~+,+...+m,. 
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Summation limits 0, 00 are understood, and ( , ) denotes the Pochhammer 
symbol. The regions of convergence are given by 
and 
respectively, compare [4]. 
For these functions we shall give integral representations of Euler’s type with 
elementary integrand together with some transformations deduced from them; 
in a few cases, formulae given in [3] are corrected. 
The subsequent results are not very difficult to prove and proofs will be 
merely indicated; they are based upon the well-known Euler integrals over the 
interval [O; 11, over Pochhammer’s double loop L = (0 +, 1 -, 0 -, 1 +), and 
over the point set 
U-4) T,=((u, ,..., u,): O~u~A...AOIu,Au~+...+u,II}. 
It will be understood throughout that x-variables are so restricted that the 
kernels are analytic, and that the real parts of the exponents exceed - 1 for all 
other factors in integrals over T,, and [O; 11”. An integral over L is, as custo- 
mary, given only in case transformation to an integral over [O; l] by restriction 
of the exponents’ real parts is not possible. 
The duplication formula for the Pochhammer symbol 
(1.5) (2h, 2j) = 4qz,j)(h + &.I-) 
will be useful in several cases. Moreover, we shall write fractions consisting of 
Gamma factors in the usual contracted way whenever convenient. 
2. For the function (k)H3(n) we first note that arranging the summations over 
ml, *a*, mk diagonally as 
jo ML 
(compare (1.3)) we easily deduce the reduction formula 
(2.1) 
‘k’Hy)(a, bk 1 + ,..., b,;c;x ,,..., x,)= 
=U+.@-k+l) (a,bk+f ,..., bn;~;~I+...+~k,~k+l ,..., x,). 
Consequently, the following considerations may be restricted to the case k= 1 
without loss of generality. 
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Three integral representations additional to Exton’s representation 13, Eq. 
(3.5.2.4)-j have been obtained. They read, 
i 
(‘)fp)(a,b2 ,..., bn;c;xl ,..., x,)= r( 1 - a)T( 1 + a - c)T(c) x 
(2ni)2 
(2-2) I x pq-l(U~l)c-u-l 1 w2 [ 1 c-n-1 n U-l n2 (1 - qxbpdu, 
r Qp(a, b2, . . b ; c x1, . ..) ,)= 
=r 
i ’ 
2c-1 1 X 
(2.3) 
4b2, ..‘b,,2c-a-b2-...-b,- 1 
I 
a-l b,-1 x j .;. sz.41 2.42 . . . &t(l -Ur - . . . -U,)2c-n-bz--..-bn-2X 
n 
x (1 - 4Ur(UrXr + . . . + u,xn))+-cdu~ . . . du,, 
i 
(1)Hp)(a,b2 ,.**, bnc;xl ,..., x,)= 
=I. 2r 
C 
+A . . . . b,,c-bz-...-b,-+ ’ 1 
(2.4) 
I 
x j ‘~’ J +&1 ... &‘(l -ul I ... -~~)C-b2-...-b,-(3’2)X 
x[(ll2ll(u,x,)-u,x,-...-u,x,)y+ 
1. +(1+21/(ulxl)-uzx2-...-u,x,)-“]dul . . . du,. 
The representations (2.2) and (2.3) are immediately proved by expansion of the 
kernel; in the Latter case, (1.5) applies. To prove (2.4), expand the two kernel 
terms into a series with summation indices jr, ~22, .. . , m, and show that terms for 
which j, is odd vanish; finally, take jr = 2mr and use (1 S). 
The representation (2.2) suggests a comparison with the well-known repre- 
sentation for one of the Lauricella functions 
i @‘(a, h , ..A; c;yl, . . ..rn>= 
(2.5) =r(l -a)T(l +a-c)T(c) 
(27t.i)2 
i (-t)~-l(~-l)c-O-l;~r (1 -tyi)-b’dt. 
Substituting t = u/(1 +yr) we obtain, for sufficiently small values of Iyr / , 
another Pochhammer integral, which for bl = 1 + a - c takes the same form as 
that of (2,2). In this way we establish the transformation 
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%@‘(a, b2, . . . , b,; c; Xl, . . . . x,) = 
695) =(l+y,)~~~‘(a,l+a-c,b2 ,‘.., bn;c;yl,d..,yn), 
Xl ‘Y,/U +Y1)2,x2=.Y2/u +vd, . . ..%==Yn4l +ud. 
Thus, every (k)H3(n) is a special I$‘. For n =2 this result becomes a relation 
between I$ and FI, which is equivalent to Erdelyi’s transformation [2, Eq. 
(8.4)] involving H3 and F3. 
3, An Eulerian integral representation for the function (‘I@) was given by 




2ct-I,..., 2Q-l,Q+* ,..., c, Cl -+,q-+,..., Ck-~,Ck-3,bk+1,.-.,b,,Ck+1-bk+,,...,cn-b, I X 
(3-f) 
x 1...b[l+(2-4~I)IIXI+...+(2-411X)1/Xk-U*i,xk+~-...-V.xn]-‘x 
This may be proved more directly than in [3] by expansion of the kernel into a 
multiple series with summation indices jt , . . . , jk, mk+, , . . . ,1z1,, followed by 
k-fold application of the formula 
Q/-d2& c;i) Jo {0,2,4, . ..} 
(3.2) d (U(1 - u))P- I(1 - 2U)UU = r(W(# + u +..I’ 
0, jE(1,3,5,...3 
and the duplication formula (1.5). 




,2-kr [ Cl crl , *-*, 1 ~,Ck--4,bk+],...,b,,Ck+l-bk+l,...,C,-b, 1 X 1 1z,Cl -7, *-*  
(3.3) 
x / . . . ~~*[1’21/(#,x,)‘...r2~(u*x,)-u*,,x,,,-...-u,x,J-“x 
x fj {u,+(l -uq)cd3’2khq} fi (z@‘(l -#p)cP-b~-~dup); 
q=1 p=k+ 1 
.Z’* denotes the sum over all combinations of signs and thus it contains 2k terms. 
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To prove (3.3) we first expand the kernel into a multiple series with summation 
indices j, 9 ..*,jk?k+l, “‘9 m,. The general term contains the factor 
.z*{(rl)il . . . (rl)‘k)t 
which is 0 if one of the integers j I, . . .,j, is odd, and equal to 2k if they are all 
even. Next, we take j, =2m 1,. . . ,j, = 2~ and obtain (3.3) after application of 
the duplication formula (1.5). 
The representation (3.3) could be derived from (3.1) as fallows: Split the 
integrations over ul, . . . , tik into integrations over [O; 3] and [9; 11, which yields 
2k terms; then substitute ug = 3 T- +iw,, 4 E (I, . . . , k}. 
Since the kernel in (3.1) is linear in the u-variables, the integral may be trans- 
formed into the one representing Lauricella’s F’); as a result we obtain the 
transformation 
(k)Hfqa,bk+~ )..., b,;q )..., c,;x* ,,,‘, X,)’ 
=X-‘@)(a,++ ,..., Ck-+,&+I ,..., b ’ ny 
(3.4) 
2cl--I,..., 2ck-~,ck+~,...,cn;41/x~/x ,..., 4ixk/x,xk+,/x ,..., x,/x), 
x=1+21/X,+...+2/xk. 
Thus, every (k)Hp) is a special F$‘). Equation (3.4) is a corrected version of a 
result obtained by Exton [3, Eq. (4.4.7)] from a Laplace integral representation 
for (k)Hp). 
In the case II = 2, k = 1, the transformation (3.4) reduces to an expression of 
H4 in terms of F2 due to Erdelyi [2, Eq. (7.4)]. The function (n)Hp) is a special 
F$); and (3.4) yields for k = n, after renaming, the quadratic transformation 
F$‘$z dl , ,..., dn;2dl ,..., 2dn;2yl ,..., 2yn)= 
(3.5) = Y-“F$‘($z,+++z;++dl, ...,++dn;(y,/Y)2, . . ..(J./Y)~), 
Y= 1 -y1- . . . -yn 
due to Bailey [I]. 
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